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student and scholar services and; american American Nomad: 
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1 of 1 review helpful Darkness on the Edge of the Millennium By Chance The 1996 Presidential Campaign as seen by 
a talented and underrated novelist Erickson s best novels The Sea Came in at Midnight and Zeroville force the to 
reader dwell in the psychological basement of history one can taste the dank and spore filled regrets of puzzling 
human behavior Here Erickson is more visionary his observations written in 1996 Here is a brilliant novelist s road 
trip across the landscape of the national zeitgeist all the way to the last election of the Millennium Steve Erickson 
wanders the highways of a republic in revolt against itself and in search of its own meaning com This is the first non 
fiction effort from novelist Erickson It started as an assignment from Rolling Stone to cover the 1996 presidential 
election from start to finish but became something else when Erickson was fired by Jann Wenner after the New 
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